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Morrisby Tracker makes it easy to record careers activity and enrichment activities. Student
voice is captured by the activity feedback tools and the modern ‘record of achievement’
is output by the Morrisby Learner passport.

Careers activity

SkillsBuilder

Morrisby Tracker has been developed to help schools
record and evidence their wider provision, which is so
important to student development. These can be careers
related activities, but equally can be used to record
extracurricular or enrichment activities. Activities are
created using an easy-to-use wizard and the system
comes with a library of ready-made careers lessons.

An ‘activity’ can be categorised against multiple
SkillsBuilder steps. It can also include additional resources
such as lesson plans, worksheets, class presentations
and Morrisby ‘Forms’. This gives structure to plan out your
lesson or activity, as well as make it richer and more
engaging for students.

Learner passport
Tracker is different from other systems because of
its direct interaction with students. They can log their
own activities, include skills they have acquired, while
including evidence which can be easily audited by
teachers. This is combined with other activity and
the action plan to create the Learner passport.

Student feedback
For each activity you can decide if you want to capture
feedback. This is done via a feedback form, sent by both
alert and email, and is the ideal way to evidence the
quality of your provision, as well as informing continuous
improvement and capturing ‘student voice’. The resulting
feedback report is ideal as evidence for inspection.

Management system
Data and dashboards
Careers leaders and teachers are well
supported with a management system
that is flexible and powerful. With multiple
dashboards to interrogate data and a
student database that makes it easy to
see progress by vulnerable groups, classes
and cohorts to name a few. Key data can
also be downloaded for further interrogation.

Careers plan
Morrisby Tracker includes a tool that enables
you to document and output a comprehensive
career plan. It comes with a ready made library
of careers activities and lessons that you can
add to or amend, as well as suggested text that
you can use as a starting point for your own
customisation. The resulting document not only
looks professional but can then easily be added
to your own website to show parents what the
careers plan involves.

For Students
Simple tools to record activities
such as DofE, sport and
volunteering

For Teachers & Advisers
Easy to add any activity using the
built in wizard

Rich Learner passport document
- the modern ‘record of
achievement’

View student progress for
individuals or groups using
the manager dashboards and
custom groups

SkillsBuilder Universal framework
steps to develop and
progress against

Collate student feedback
automatically and output key
evidence for inspection

Easy to provide feedback
on activities and events

Save time by customising the
built in careers plan document

Flexible action planning tools
and a careers locker to store
documents experiences
and interactions

Integrated with the Morrisby
Careers system

For Schools
Provides simple tools to record
the wider enrichment and
programmes
Develop and build employability
skills using the SkillsBuilder
Universal framework
Assurance of using a matrix
accredited organisation

Part of the Morrisby Suite
Careers Complete cloud-based careers library and toolset to support all careers provision
Profile Advanced psychometric tools to build an insightful picture into every individual
Established in 1967, the name Morrisby is synonymous with leading careers guidance services.
Morrisby is Matrix accredited, the quality standard for organisations to assess and measure
their advice and support services for individuals in their choice of career, learning, work
and life goals. Career Analysts is the distributor for Morrisby Products in Australia
and New Zealand.
careeranalysts.com.au

